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Portrait of the Composer from a Colleague
‘Taylor writes with considerable inventive flair, economy of thought and wit. Above all
this is a resourceful and personable voice that never fails to communicate’ Gramophone
If Haydn is considered the inventor, even affectionately known as the ‘Father’, of the
string quartet and the symphony, then Matthew Taylor is one of his most committed
and convincing living heirs. With six symphonies and eight string quartets to his name,
he has proved himself time and again capable of revitalising these Classical forms with
a ‘voice’ that is instantly recognisable and consistent.
Taylor’s music is very often vigorous, occasionally even hard-hitting, but it is also
infused with moments of delicate, hypnotic beauty where we recognise an artist,
always of rare value, whose ideas extend across the widest of emotional ranges. His
inspiration is by no means bound by an admiration for the great composers of the past;
as he says himself, nature exerts a fundamental influence on his creative process:
“Walks in the country are an important part of the gestation of a new work. Continually
I return to the Sussex Downs which are like old friends for me, always appearing
slightly different in some ways but reassuringly constant in others. But I also derive
great enjoyment from North Norfolk, much of the Dorset coast, the New Forest, the
Lake District or, my most recent discovery, the Cullins on the Isle of Skye.”
This personification of hills as ‘old friends’ reveals much about the organic nature of
his thinking. New pieces are, for him, often conceived as ‘characters’ rather than
‘processes’; they grow, from infancy, as humans do, not as machines are assembled.
There is an essential warmth and humanity in his work.
As with most highly creative people, there is also a need for the counterbalance of
practicality and Taylor relishes his roles as a conductor and an educator. With early
encouragement from Leonard Bernstein, he has gone on to become an insightful and
perceptive interpreter when conducting the works of others, as his growing and highly
acclaimed discography demonstrates. Many young musicians have been inspired by
his teaching and his example - in particular through his work at the Yehudi Menuhin
school and the Royal Academy of Music, as well as many other institutions.
There are now several fine recordings of his work, available on labels such as Toccata
NI6406
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Classics and Dutton Epoch. But, as we stand today at his Op. 62 (many of them
large-scale works), there are numerous hidden gems to get to know by a remarkable
composer whose output covers such a broad range of genres.
James Francis Brown, composer
www.jamesfrancisbrown.com
From the Conductor : Matthew Taylor – Symphonist

How musical mirror images show the range of a master composer at the height of his
powers.

He was right. I’d seen positive reviews of that very disc, and when I listened to the
Second Symphony for the first time, my elation at discovering a major symphonist was
tempered only by my mild regret that another conductor had gotten to record this
thrilling work first.
Matthew and I met not long after the ESO announced the 21st C. Symphony Project,
and the work he told me he wanted to write sounded like a thrilling addition to the
project. He described a single movement symphony that started with an explosion of
frenetic, violent energy which gradually transformed into a huge, cathartic Adagio
hymn of joy. It sounded not only like a wonderful work, but also as a fantastic contrast
to the first two works in the 21CSP.
Of course, listeners to Matthew’s Fifth Symphony, his contribution to the 21CSP, will
discover a work that has almost nothing in common with the idea of a piece Matthew
first described to me. It is something else, entirely.
6
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Benjamin Ealovega

Matthew Taylor didn’t have to work very hard to convince me that he should be one
of the composers involved in the English Symphony Orchestra’s 21st Century
Symphony Project. In fact, the seeds of his participation were laid at my very first
concert with the ESO in Malvern in 2013, when local arts patron Keith Stanley
introduced himself and handed me a CD with Matthew’s Second Symphony and Viola
Concerto. “If you’re going to be the new man here,” said Keith, “perhaps this is the
kind of music you might want to do.”
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It is something of a tradition among symphonists to write “something else entirely.”
Brahms almost always wrote works in highly contrasted pairs, often one major and
one minor. Hence his first two Piano Quartets in G minor and A Major, the first two
symphonies in C minor and D Major, or the last two in F Major and E minor. Mozart’s
last two symphonies couldn’t be more starkly contrasted in mood and colour, and
though we think of Beethoven’s Fifth as quintessentially Beethovenian, it is hugely
different from both the Fourth and Sixth.
Hearing these two powerful new symphonies side by side, one can’t help but be
struck by the ways in which they complement and contrast one another. They are
clearly songs from the same voice, and speak the same musical language. Although
the two works are fundamentally different in structure and emotional impact, one can
still see interesting similarities in how Taylor approaches symphonic form, particularly
in his telling, but very selective, use of cyclic structures. The return of the music of the
opening of the Fourth Symphony in the final minutes of the finale (although Matthew
describes the Fourth as a symphony in one movement, as a practical matter, it unfolds
as three movements played without pause), and the second timpani cadenza at the
climax of the last of movement of the Fifth both serve to define the endpoint of their
respective works’ journeys, one triumphant, one tragic. Listeners will also note a
similarity in Taylor’s approach to important musical transitions and arrivals – the
passages just before the recapitulations in the first movements of both works are
strikingly similar in the way they wind down to almost nothing before a new explosion
of energy. Taylor also has a very distinctive harmonic and melodic palate, and the
effective way in which he uses melodies to build chords brings that quality to the fore
in both symphonies.
The Nielsen-esque energy of the opening of the Fourth which Matthew describes in
his own note can be heard in both the polymetric overlapping figurations (also a
favourite of the work’s dedicatee, John McCabe) in the woodwinds in the first bars,
and the vigorous antiphonal timpani writing which first appears a few seconds later. I
find the structure of this movement incredibly compelling, starting as it does with a
high level of rhythmic density, including in the playful gamelan-esque second theme,
and moving towards a towering apotheosis in which the rhythmic contours and meter
become ever grander. The movement starts in the familiar time signature of 3/4, but
NI6406
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ends in 3/1, a most unusual and effective result of a process of gradual thematic
transformation and rhythmic expansion.
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The Fourth is dedicated to the recently deceased composer, John McCabe and his
widow Monica, and though Matthew points out that he has “always felt that the best
way to pay tribute is to adopt an approach that is essentially celebratory in spirit,” the
Adagio teneramente is music of deep emotion and real pathos. To me, the
melancholic atmosphere of the movement is heightened and given a special intensity
by the starring role given to the viola section.
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The finale, with its Haydnesque quicksilver wit and many moments of slapstick
humour could easily fool one into thinking that Taylor is crowning this symphony with
a celebration of frivolity. However, a good storyteller knows that the true meaning of
a great novel is only revealed on its last page, and the same is true for symphonists.
When the music of the opening returns, it gives us the moment of recapitulation and
closure the first movement forsook, bringing the entire work full circle with a mix of joy
and nobility.
The Fourth Symphony was written for a very large orchestra, the Fifth for a much
smaller ensemble, using the same forces as Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony, the other
symphony heard on the concert at Cadogan Hall, London, where it was premiered by
the English Symphony Orchestra in 2019. Stripped of percussion, harp and keyboards,
the soundworld of the Fifth Symphony is more austere than that of the Fourth, but no
less intense. And though the Fifth uses a string section about half the size of the
Fourth, it is, in many ways, the more explosive, even violent, work.
The Fifth is Matthew’s first symphony in four movements, but the balance of those
movements is most unusual. The Adagio finale is about half of the length of the whole
work, and the ferocious first movement, while shorter, is also music searing power. In
between we have, instead of the traditional slow movement and scherzo, two very
slight intermezzi, both of which use only a small portion of the orchestra.
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Taylor said that the first movement was the result of his wish to write a sonata allegro
movement with the kind of taut dramatic urgency found in Beethoven’s Fifth. This is
music of explosive temperament, and although it has some beautiful moments of an
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almost scherzando character, one can’t help but feel that it is driving towards some
kind of violent oblivion. When we first read this movement with the orchestra, the
apocalyptic ending (as played by timpanist Emmanuel Joste), left everyone in the room
speechless for a moment.
The second movement uses only a handful of string players – initially only two on a part,
and later a solo string quartet. After the density and intensity of the first movement,
this is music which floats and twists in the air like smoke and mist. The third movement
restores the full string section, but uses no other instruments until the mercurial flute
solo (played by Laura Jellicoe) emerges in the final bars. There are some absolutely
bewitching colours here in Taylor’s use of the strings. This music is as delicate as a
glass thread, full of quietly whispered emotions.
Although the symphony has always been a genre in which composers express
powerful, often dark, emotions, true tragic symphonies are actually quite rare. Mozart,
Brahms, and Mahler only wrote one each. Beethoven, Bruckner and Schumann didn’t
write any. The Adagio begins in the string-dominated soundworld of the third
movement, but the mood is already dark. The first section builds up to a climax not
dissimilar from the first one in the slow movement of the Fourth Symphony. A second
episode begins with just the woodwinds playing a new theme in a slightly faster tempo
(a favourite feature of the slow movements of Beethoven 9 and many of the Bruckner
symphonies).
There follows a return of the material of the opening, but now played as a brass chorale,
punctuated by bassoon and contrabassoon. When the brass finish their statement
with a huge fortissimo, and the strings enter pppp (with music that seems to share
some of the spider-web characteristics of the third movement), we have the feeling
that we’ve reached the end of the beginning and now embarked on the main, fateful
struggle of the movement, which will be essentially a pair of expanded variations on
these two opening themes. These sextuplet semiquavers will underpin the entire
middle section of the movement, continuing in one way or another all the way through
the climax to the work’s coda.
The tragic ending of Mahler’s Sixth Symphony is made all the more shocking by the
fact that, in spite of the hammer blows, it has pages and pages of the most heroic and
NI6406
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hopeful music he ever wrote. When the hero is struck down for the last time in that
symphony’s final bars, one can’t help but react with a mixture of horror and disbelief.
Conversely, the finale of Taylor’s Fifth confronts the seeming inevitability of a dark
outcome from its first bars, but Taylor manages to constantly keep raising the
dramatic intensity, holding back the full magnitude of the unfolding catastrophe,
which is unveiled only gradually in one dramatic turning point after another. The
middle section ends with a return of the timpani solo from the first movement, and the
impact here is even more harrowing, as the timpani gradually run out of steam over a
long, static string chord.
The coda ends with a quartet of solo celli, a sound both mournful and symbolic.
Sorrowful as it is, there is, at least, some sense of warmth and consolation in their
plaintive singing. But Taylor has held back one, final, Mahlerian surprise. The cellos’
gentle threnody is suddenly cut short by an e-flat minor chord in the trombones and
timpani. I can’t think of a bleaker sound in all music. And after that, there is nothing.
Kenneth Woods, 2020

From the Composer : Symphony No. 4 Op. 54
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The 4th Symphony was composed between August 2015 and September 2016
commissioned by Arts Council England,and first performed by the Kensington
Symphony Orchestra conducted by Russell Keable at the Barbican Centre, London
on 17 May 2017. The work was written in memory of my old friend and fellow
symphonist John McCabe, and is dedicated to John’s widow Monica. John and I
shared many musical enthusiasms, Haydn and Nieslen in particular and both of these
composers made an impact on this work : there is an attempt to create a
Nieslenesque sweep at the start of the first movement and the finale includes a few
pranks which Haydn might have enjoyed. However, there is little that is consciously
elegiac in character as I have always felt that the best way to pay tribute is to adopt
an approach that is essentially celebratory in spirit. In fact No.4 is arguably my most
friendly symphony so far.
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The Symphony is cast in one movement that falls clearly into three spans. The first of
these, centred in G, assumes the character of a Scherzo at its outset: jocular, big
hearted and initially rather Falstaffian. The music continually broadens but without any
specific change of pulse. This broadening process increases rather than relaxing the
tension until the full orchestra culminates on a unison C that quickly subsides over
softly sustained timpani rolls and a descending figure on the harp.
The middle part of the symphony (Adagio teneramente) forms a central, spacious slow
movement introduced by a reflective melody on violas. This builds towards two
climaxes, the first a soaring, singing melody played by unison strings, and the second
a declamatory, passionate statement dominated by violins over sustained brass. This
eases into the most still part of the entire work, a mysterious clarinet solo over a richly
divided string chord which is really a disguised dominant of G.
The finale opens without a break, its main idea a jolly, impish tune on low cellos that
tries to retain its good humour at all costs, continuing for the most part unaffected (or
perhaps I should say uncorrupted) by the upheavals that are thrown at it. There is a
contrasting episode in triple time which pays homage to Brahms (another one of my
Gods) and his glorious ‘Lieberslieder’ style in particular. This is first stated on lower
strings and later on solo horn, violin and cello. The final part builds a long crescendo
starting from the depths of the orchestra as motives from the symphony’s opening
reassert themselves with increasing power. The culmination is a full statement of this
tune as the Symphony at last regains the initial tonality of G.
Matthew Taylor, 2020
This Romanza is an arrangement of the 2nd movement of my 6th String Quartet. It was
composed as a gift for my wife Juliet and first performed at our wedding by the Salieri
Quartet on 26 August 2006 at Chelsea Old Church, London.
I have always felt that the Romanza would work effectively when arranged for strings.
The premiere of this string orchestra version was given the following year by the City
of London Sinfonia at St Andrew's Church, Holborn, London. on 28 February 2007.
NI6406
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The work opens quietly with a long, singing lyrical line that builds gradually to an
extended climax where all instruments are playing in their high register. The music
than subsides to a return of the opening melody, rescored and ends with a hushed
cello solo accompanied by gently sustained chords.

Symphony No. 5 Op. 59
Exposure to the Beethoven's Fifth at the age of about five was undoubtedly one of the
defining moments in my life. Though unable to play any musical instrument at that age
or grasp what an orchestra was, I was instantly knocked sideways by the power and
expressive force of this music. Now, almost fifty years later, even if Schumann
remains probably my favourite composer, the life force of Beethoven's music is a
massive influence when writing large scale instrumental works.
This is the first of my symphonies which adopts a four-movement pattern and the first
time I have felt sufficiently courageous to tackle a concise, vigorous sonata - like
Allegro which, like the Beethoven 5th, generates its momentum by developing large
paragraphs from the energy inherent in smaller rhythmical motives. The mood is
predominantly combative and strenuous though there are moments where it opens
up to introduce more expansive, lyrical ideas. The reprise is more compressed and
leads to very volatile coda which culminates in a timpani cadenza at the end.
Like Brahms, the two middle movements are gentler intermezzi. They are also
personal tributes. My old friend the composer Cy Lloyd died in February 2108. Cy was
a dear soul - a larger than life, big spirited, gregarious guy whose often-reckless
lifestyle frequently got him into difficulties. But there was also a gentleness about Cy.
The second movement is a tribute to him. Here the orchestra is reduced to chamber
forces and there is a quotation from his own 6th Symphony which he dedicated to our
eldest daughter Emily.
Angela Simpson died in October 2018 having battled for some years with a rare
nervous disease which she confronted with characteristic grace and courage. Bob
Simpson, her husband, was a crucial influence on my musical thinking during the early
years, and I will forever cherish the Summer holidays with the Simpsons that I spent
12
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movement, another Allegretto, for divisi strings and a solo flute is a memorial to Angela.
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For many years I have wanted to end a symphony with a large Adagio but have
resisted it until now through trepidation. Of all the magnificent Adagio Finales from
Haydn through to Tchaikovsky, Mahler and more recently the much underrated 9th
Symphony of Malcolm Arnold, the two most obvious influences here are the Adagios
from Beethoven's 9th and Bruckner's 7th. Like those two works, my Finale unfolds
with two large paragraphs, the first at a very spacious tempo, initially dominated by
strings and trombones, the second a little more active with alternating chamber
textures from solo winds. When both these paragraphs return there is an increase in
tension - the first part now with solemn brass and the second building to the climax of
the entire symphony which finds release in a timpani cadenza. The final coda is very
reflective as the main ideas from the four movements reappear as if the symphony has
come full circle. Biddy Taylor, my mother, died in March 2018 just as I was conceiving
the final pages of the Symphony, so it seemed fitting to dedicate this movement to her.
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Matthew Taylor, 2019

About the Artists
Matthew Taylor was born in London in 1964 and won a Music Scholarship to Queen’s
College Cambridge in 1983 where he studied with Robin Holloway. He later received
special encouragement from Robert Simpson whose music and outlook provided a
crucial influence during these early years. He also won a Conducting Scholarship to
Guildhall School of Music and was selected by Leonard Benstein to be an active
participant in the Schleswig Holstein Musik Festival, The success of Matthew’s First
Symphony (1985) which was performed several times by the BBC Scottish Symphony
Orchestra and Bournemouth Sinfonietta led to a continual stream of commissions.
Exposure to Beethoven’s symphonies from a very young age provided the initial desire
to compose, which was quickly followed by a lifelong fascination with the music of
Schumann, including the still controversial late works. Matthew has been strongly
drawn to the Scandinvian civilisation and Nordic culture as a whole, particularly the
music of Sibelius and Nielsen as well as more recent figures such as Vagn Holmboe.
NI6406
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Gramophone wrote in 2014 ‘for proof that the symphony is alive and well, look no
further than the Second Symphony of Matthew Taylor.’
To date Matthew has written five symphonies, concertos for piano, violin, viola, double
bass, horn, flute, oboe and clarinet, two shorter works for violin and orchestra, string
orchestra music, ‘The Needles’ Overture, 8 string quartets, 2 piano trios, 2 works for
wind orchestra, and ‘Goddess Excellently Bright’ for chorus and orchestra.
Matthew’s music has been played by the BBC orchestras, City of London Sinfonia,
London Mozart Players and Royal Ballet Sinfonia. His work is available on Toccata
Classics, Dutton Epoch, ASV Records. He has been Featured Composer at Malvern
Festival (1993), Presteigne Festival (2015) and Hertford Festival of Music (2017),
British Isles Music Festival (2019) and Associate Composer of Blackheath Halls (1999).
Matthew lives in Farnham, Surrey with his wife Juliet and two daughters, Emily and
Imo.

Hailed by Gramophone Magazine as “a symphonic conductor of stature”, Kenneth
Woods was appointed Artistic Director and Principal Conductor of the English
Symphony Orchestra in 2013, and has quickly built up an impressive and acclaimed
body of work and recordings with them. Woods also serves as Artistic Director of both
the Colorado MahlerFest – the only US organisation other than the New Year
Philharmonic to receive the International Gustav Mahler Society’s Gold Medal – and
in 2017 became the founding Artistic Director of The Elgar Festival in Worcester.
Woods has conducted the National Symphony Orchestra, Royal Philharmonic
Orchestra, Cincinnati Symphony, BBC National Orchestra of Wales, Budapest
Festival Orchestra, Royal Northern Sinfonia and the English Chamber Orchestra, and
has made numerous broadcasts for BBC Radio 3, National Public Radio and the
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation. He has appeared on the stages of some of the
world’s leading music festivals, such as Aspen, Scotia and Lucerne.
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Under Kenneth Woods’ leadership, the English Symphony Orchestra has gained
widespread recognition as one of the most innovative and influential orchestras in the
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UK. They received Classical
Music Magazine’s “Premiere of
the Year” plaudit for both
Donald Fraser’s orchestration
of the Elgar Piano Quintet in
2015 and John Joubert’s opera
Jane Eyre in 2016. Jane Eyre
also marked the ESO’s first
foray into opera, and the
premiere
and
subsequent
Somm Recordings CD were
both received with international
critical acclaim including a
string of five-star reviews, Disc
of the Month nods and the
Birmingham Post’s “Classical
Music Highlight of 2016”
accolade. The ESO’s Nimbus
recording
of
Kenneth’s
orchestration of the Brahms’
Piano Quartet in A Major was
chosen as one of the 10 Best
Classical CDs of 2018 by The
Arts Desk.
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In 2016, Woods and the ESO launched their 21st Century Symphony Project, an
ambitious multi-year effort to commission, premiere and record nine new symphonies
by leading composers, with the triumphant premiere of Philip Sawyers’ Third
Symphony at St John’s Smith Square. In 2018, the Project continued with the premiere
of David Matthews’ Ninth Symphony, selected by The Spectator as one of the Top Ten
Classical Events of the year.
www.kennethwoods.net
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BBC National Orchestra of Wales
For 90 years, BBC National Orchestra of Wales has played an integral part in the
cultural landscape of Wales, occupying a distinctive role as both broadcast and
national symphony orchestra. Part of BBC Wales and supported by the Arts Council
of Wales, it performs a busy schedule of live concerts throughout Wales and the rest
of the UK. The orchestra is an ambassador of Welsh music, championing contemporary composers and musicians, and works closely with Welsh Composer in- Association Huw Watkins.
The orchestra performs annually at the BBC Proms and biennially at the BBC Cardiff
Singer of the World competition and its concerts can be heard regularly across the
BBC: on Radio 3, Radio Wales and Radio Cymru. Building on its extensive work with
special educational needs schools, BBC NOW performed the first-ever Relaxed Prom
in 2017, which won Best Family Event at the 2018 Fantastic for Families Awards.
In December 2018 the orchestra toured to China with Xian Zhang, working with the
British Council in China as part of its Inspiring Women in the Arts campaign. In 2015,
as part of an extensive South America tour, the orchestra visited the Welsh colony in
Patagonia. BBC NOW is based at BBC Hoddinott Hall in Cardiff Bay, where it
continues its work as one of the UK’s foremost soundtrack orchestras. From
September 2020, Californian conductor Ryan Bancroft will join BBC NOW as Principal
Conductor.
www.bbc.co.uk/bbcnow

English Symphony Orchestra
The English Symphony Orchestra, the International Orchestra of Elgar Country, is an
ensemble which in recent years has become synonymous with artistic excellence,
innovative and visionary programming, distinctive commissioning and ground-breaking recordings. Since 2013, the orchestra has re-emerged as a major force in British
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musical life, presenting and recording the orchestra’s first full length opera (the world
premiere of John Joubert’s Jane Eyre) to overwhelming critical acclaim, presenting
the 2015 Classical Music Magazine “Premiere of the Year,” and releasing a triumphant
series of recordings including Donald Fraser’s orchestration of the Elgar Piano Quintet
(Classic FM Disc of the Week) and the Complete Piano Concertos of Ernst Krenek
(Sunday Times Essential New Release).

s

Founded by William Boughton in 1980, the ESO have a long and distinguished history
of collaboration with legendary figures of British music making. Vernon “Tod” Handley
became the orchestra’s second Principal Conductor in 2007, and led the orchestra
until his death. Over the years, the ESO has worked regularly with Nigel Kennedy,
Steven Isserlis, Daniel Hope, Michael Tippett, Nicholas Maw and Yehudi Menuhin,
who was appointed the ESO’s Principal Guest Conductor in 1991, and led the
orchestra on a number of international tours.

elland.co.uk

British music has always been a central part of the orchestra’s mission. Appropriately
for an orchestra based in Elgar’s home town, the ESO has made many acclaimed
recordings of that composer’s music, as well as that of major 20th century British
composers including Vaughan Williams, Britten, Butterworth and Bridge. The ESO
discography also highlights a commitment to the music of our time; in addition to the
notable recordings which grew out of the orchestra’s affiliation with Sir Michael
Tippett, are recordings of music by John Metcalfe, John Joubert, and Michael and
Lennox Berkeley.
John McCabe served as the orchestra’s Composer-in-Association from 2013 until his
death in 2015. Following McCabe’s death in 2015, the ESO appointed Philip Sawyers
as “John McCabe Composer-in-Association” who was succeeded by David Matthews in 2018. The ESO’s current John McCabe Composer-in-Association is Adrian
Williams.
www.eso.co.uk
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Andrea Kelland is a well-respected and recognised artist in Wales, with a rich history
of exhibitions behind her, and is a member of the Royal Watercolour Society of Wales
(RWSW), regularly exhibiting with them. Her work can be found in several galleries, at
exhibitions and in her studio gallery on the western edge of the Preseli hills.
“I think the sea must be in my blood,” says Kelland. “I’m never happy far away from it,
and most of my work is based on coastal subjects here in Pembrokeshire. The theme
of ‘Where Sea meets Land’ is a favourite: the interaction and contrasts like Fluid &
Static, Rough & Smooth, Violence & Calm, Dark & Light, and the wonderful turbulence
at the sea’s edge, when huge waves come thundering in against rock and land.”
“I fell in love with Andrea’s work the day my wife Suzanne and I literally stumbled upon
the workshop she used to share near Saundersfoot with fellow-artist Geoff Yeomans
(also known as “Geoff the Rust”),” says Kenneth Woods. “Her painting, Blue Lagoon
Quarry, has held pride of place in our living room now for over 16 years, and it is
wonderful to be able to feature her work alongside that of Philip Groom and Jenifer
Wakelyn, as we showcase the work of leading painters of our time on the covers of
these 21st Century Symphony Project recordings.”
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Also available:
21st Century Symphonies from Kenneth Woods on Nimbus

2014 MusicWeb International
Recording of the Year

2017 Critics' Choice Winner

Gramophone

“Power, strength and expressive range are “Terrific music like this renews my faith in
here a-plenty...This is the kind of music that the symphony as a genre…”
gives one hope for the future of our art.”
American Record Guide
Robert Matthew-Walker,

The Classical Source
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Also available:
21st Century Symphonies from Kenneth Woods on Nimbus

“... a symphony of immense stature from a
master craftsman at his peak.”
Michael Quinn, Limelight Magazine

MA

“This is music to hold close and to savour
at leisure.” Norman Lebrecht,

Kenn

Englis
BBC N
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